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Abstract
Using previous work of Baumgartner, Shelah and others, we describe, for each in1nite cardinal
6 , the smallest -normal ideal J on P() such that J+
→ (J+; )2.
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0. Introduction
Let  be a regular uncountable cardinal and  a cardinal ¿. Partition relations
on P() were 1rst studied in the context of large cardinals. The discussion below
will be restricted to relations with superscript 2. Menas [19] showed that if  is 2
¡
-
supercompact, then there is a prime, normal ideal J on P() such that J+→ (J+)2.
Conversely, Magidor [10] showed that if {P()}→ (NS+; )2 holds for =2
¡
, then 
is -supercompact. For small values of  such as !1, only negative partition relations
were proved (see, e.g. [24]).
This picture should be contrasted with the one-cardinal situation. The result of Menas
is a P() version of the result of Rowbottom [21] that if  is measurable, then there
exists a prime, normal ideal K on  such that K+→ (K+)2. However some partition
relations are known to hold for all regular uncountable cardinals, whether they be
large or not. Generalizing Ramsey’s theorem [20], Dushnik and Miller [7] showed that
→ (; !)2 always hold. This was improved to → (; ! + 1)2 by ErdCos and Rado
[9]. The original motivation for the present paper was to establish a P() version
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of this result. We were led to work with partition properties of a diHerent type. That
is, we consider partitions of ×P() instead of partitions of P()×P(). We can
thus associate with any given ideal J on P() the partition relations J+
→ (J+)2
and J+ →≺ (J
+)2. The 1rst one appears in connection with positive results (see [13]),
whereas the second, which is weaker than both J+→ (J+)2 and J+ → (J+)2, is used to
strengthen negative assertions. In this paper we deal with weaker, unbalanced relations
of the form J+ → (J+; )2 and J+ →≺ (J
+; )2.
Another change consisted in switching from normality to the weaker notion of
-normality which better 1tted our purposes. Our P() version of the Dushnik–Miller–
ErdCos–Rado theorem asserts that J+ → (J+; !+ 1)2 whenever J is -normal.
We also consider stronger partition properties. For each uncountable cardinal 6,
we give necessary and suJcient conditions for the existence of a -normal ideal J
on P() such that J+
→ (J+; )2 and describe the least such ideal. For ¡, this
ideal has a simple description: it is a restriction of the smallest -normal ideal NS; .
For = the ideal is a P() version of the weakly compact ideal NSh. Shelah’s
de1nition of NSh [22] was formulated in terms of coherency of sequences of the form
〈s : ¡〉, where s is a function from  to itself. Two-cardinal versions of NSh are
de1ned by considering sequences of the form 〈sa : a∈P()〉. Three ideals, respectively
denoted by NSh; [6]; NSh;  [12] and NSh
;
;  (this paper) are obtained depending on
whether sa is taken to be a function from a to itself, a function from a∩  to a or
a function from a∩  to itself. NSh;;  can be characterized in two diHerent ways in
terms of partition properties: from the outside as the minimal -normal J such that
J+ → (J+; )2, or from the inside as the set of all B’s such that {B} 9 ((NS; )+; )2.
The latter is modelled after a similar result of Baumgartner [2,3] concerning NSh.
Inspired by Todorcevic’s characterization of weak compactness (see [5]), we also give
a description of NSh;;  in terms of coherency of sequences of closed unbounded sets.
This description is arguably the most basic.
Are we considering the right notions? The question is legitimate since it is shown
in [13] that if  is weakly compact, then there is a -normal J with the much stronger
property J+ → (J+; I+; )2. The smallest such ideal has yet to be analysed. Further, what
is the point of using the little-known notion of -normality instead of the more familiar
one of normality ? For each in1nite cardinal ¡, there exists a -normal J such that
J+ → (J+; )2 if and only if there exists a normal H with the same partition property,
and it is immediate from our results that the least normal H such that H+ → (H+; )2
is NS; | {a : cf (a∩ )¿}. The situation is not so clear with regard to the case =.
We do not know whether the weak compactness of  suJces to insure the existence
of a normal J such that J+ → (J+; )2.
Some readers might not care for any kind of normality anyway, considering the main
issue is the determination of which partition relations hold for I; , the smallest of all
ideals. In this area positive results have been so far rather isolated [23,17]. We con-
tribute our share to the already fairly long list of negative results (see, e.g. [24,12,14]),
showing for instance that if GCH holds and cf () 
=, then I+; 
9≺ (I
+
; ; !1)
2. It is not
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clear to us whether a better proof could yield I+; 
9≺ (I
+
; ; !)
2 or even I+; 
9≺ (I
+
; ; 3)
2
from the same assumption.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains basic de1nitions. Section 2 is
devoted to our P() version of the Dushnik–Miller–ErdCos–Rado theorem. In Section 3
we present various characterizations of the property of []¡-normality, where  is an
in1nite cardinal ¡, and describe the least []¡-normal ideal. It is shown in Section 4
that a -normal J is []¡-normal if and only if J+ → (J+;  + 1)2. Similarly, it is
shown in Section 5 that a -normal J is []¡-normal if and only if J+ → (J+; +1)2
for every in1nite cardinal ¡. In Section 6 we de1ne NSh;;  and prove that if  is
weakly compact, then NSh;;  is a []
¡-normal ideal on P(). We show in Section 7
that the -normal ideals J on P() such that J+
→ (J+; )2 are exactly the -normal
extensions of NSh;;  . Finally in Section 8 we apply results of the previous sections
to derive negative partition relations for I;  and positive partition relations for some
restrictions of I; .
1. Ideals
Throughout the paper  and  will denote, respectively, a regular uncountable
cardinal and a cardinal ¿.
In this section we review various de1nitions concerning large cardinal properties of
 and ideals on P().
 is inaccessible if 2¡ for every cardinal ¡.
 is Mahlo if  is inaccessible and the set of all regular in1nite cardinals ¡ is
stationary in .
Let [A]2={a⊆A : |a|=2} for A⊆ .
Given two ordinals  and , → (; )2 means that for every F : []2→ 2, there is
A⊆  such that either A has order type  and F is identically 0 on [A]2, or A has
order type  and F is identically 1 on [A]2.
 is weakly compact if → (; )2.
d is the least cardinality of any F ⊆  with the property that for every g ∈ ,
there is f∈F such that g()6f() for all  ∈ .
Given a set A and a cardinal , let P(A)={a⊆A : |a|¡}.
Let aˆ={b∈P() : a⊆ b} for a∈P().
I;  denotes the set of all B⊆P() such that B∩ aˆ= for some a∈P().
An ideal on P() is a collection J of subsets of P() such that (i) I; ⊆ J , (ii)
P(B)⊆ J for all B∈J , (iii) A∪B∈J whenever A; B∈J , and (iv) P() =∈J .
Throughout the paper J will denote an ideal on P().
Let J+=P(P())− J and J ∗={A⊆P() :P()− A∈J}.
Let J |A={B⊆P() :B∩A∈J} for A∈J+.
J is -complete if
⋃
X ∈J for every X ∈P(J ).
cof (J ) is the least cardinality of any X ⊆ J such that J= ⋃A∈X P(A).
Assuming J is -complete, cof (J ) is the least cardinality of any X ⊆ J such that
J=
⋃ {P(⋃ Y ) :Y ∈P(X )}.
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¡2
J is the set of all A⊆P() for which one can 1nd Ae∈J for e∈P2() such
that given a∈A, either a∩ 2=, or else a∈Ae for some e∈P|a∩ 2|(a).
J and an ideal J ′ on P() cohere if there is an ideal K on P() such that J ∪ J ′⊆K .
J+→ (J+)2 means that given F :P()×P()→ 2 and A∈J+, there is B∈J+ ∩
P(A) such that F is constant on {(a; b)∈B× B : a⊂ b}.
Given a; b∈P(), we put a≺ b just in case a⊂ b and
⋃
(a∩ )¡⋃ (b∩ ).
For A⊆P(), let [A]2≺={(a; b)∈A×A : a≺ b} and
[A]2¡ =
{
(a; b) ∈ A× A :
⋃
(a ∩ ) ¡
⋃
(b ∩ )
}
:
Let  be an ordinal 6, and X; Y ⊆P(P()).
X → (Y; )2 means that given F : ×P()→ 2 and A∈X , there is B⊆A such that
either B∈Y and F is identically 0 on {(⋃ (a∩ ); b) : (a; b)∈[B]2¡}, or else (B;≺) has
order type  and F is identically 1 on {(⋃ (a∩ ); b) : (a; b)∈[B]2≺}.
X →≺ (Y; )
2 means that given F : ×P()→ 2 and A∈X , either there is B∈Y ∩
P(A) such that F is identically 0 on {(⋃ (a∩ ); b) : (a; b)∈[B]2≺}, or else there are
a∈A for ¡ such that
⋃
(a! ∩ )¡
⋃
(a ∩ ) for all !¡, and F is identically 1
on {(⋃ (a! ∩ ); a) : !¡¡}.
The negation of these relations is indicated with a 9 replacing the →.
As is readily seen, I;  is the smallest ideal on P().
u(; ) denotes the least cardinality of any A∈I+; .
2. -Normal ideals
In this section we show that every -normal ideal on P() satis1es a non-trivial
partition property. The result will be superseded by the more general Lemma 4.2. We
still give it separately because it is more basic. We start by recalling the de1nition of
-normality and some elementary facts.
Given an ordinal # with 6#6, J is #-normal if given A∈J+ and f :A→ # with
the property that f(a)∈a for all a∈A, there is C∈J+ ∩P(A) such that f is constant
on C.
The smallest #-normal on P() is denoted by NS#; .
J is normal if it is -normal.
We set NS;=NS; .
The following is immediate and will be repeatedly used.
Proposition 2.1. Every -normal ideal on P() is -complete.
Abe provided the following description of NS; .
Proposition 2.2 (Abe [1]). Given B⊆P(), B∈NS;  if and only if B∩{a∈{̂0} :⋃
∈a∩ g()⊆ a}= for some g : →P().
We let E; denote the set of all a∈P() such that a∩  
= and a∩ =
⋃
(a∩ ).
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We will often use the following basic observation.
Proposition 2.3 (Matet et al. [15]). {a∈E; : a∩ ∈C}∈(NS; )∗ for every closed un-
bounded subset C of .
We will now state two lemmas which are key components of the proofs to come
concerning partition relations.
Given A∈J+ and F : ×P()→ 2, (A; F) is 0-good if there is D∈J+ ∩P(A∩E;)
such that D−X A;Fa∩ ∈J for all a∈D, where X A;F ={b∈A :F(; b)=0} for every ¡.
Lemma 2.4. Assume J is -normal and let A∈J+ and F : ×P()→ 2 be such
that (A; F) is 0-good. Then there is C∈J+ ∩P(A) such that F is identically 0 on
{(a∩ ; b) : (a; b)∈[C]2¡}.
Proof. Pick D∈J+ ∩P(A∩E;) so that D − X A;Fa∩ ∈J for every a∈D. Let B be the
set of all b∈D such that b =∈X A;Fa∩ for some a∈D with a∩ ¡b∩ . Then B∈J by
-normality of J . Now C=D − B is as desired.
For A∈J+, let MdJ;A be the set of all Q⊆ J+ ∩P(A) such that (i) any two distinct
members of Q are disjoint, and (ii) for every C∈J+ ∩P(A), there is D∈Q with
C ∩D∈J+.
Lemma 2.5. Assume J is -normal, and let A∈J+ and F : ×P()→ 2 be such
that (A; F) is not 0-good. Then there are three functions Q, H and K de;ned
on J+ ∩P(A∩E;) such that for every D∈J+ ∩P(A∩E;), (i) Q(D)∈MdJ;D, (ii)
H(D) :Q(D)→D, (iii) (H(D))(B)≺ b whenever b∈B∈Q(D), (iv) K(D) :Q(D)→ ,
(v) (K(D))(B)=((H(D))(B))∩  for every B∈Q(D), (vi) K(D) is one-to-one, and
(vii) F((K(D))(B); b)=1 whenever b∈B∈Q(D).
Proof. Fix D∈J+ ∩P(A∩E;). For b∈D, let Zb be the set of all ¡b∩  such
that F(; b)=1 and =a∩  for some a∈D. Set C={b∈D :Zb 
=}. Then clearly
D − C∈J . Put S={b∈C : = min(Zb)} for ¡, and R=J+ ∩{S : ¡}. Then
R∈MdJ;D by -normality of J . For each B∈R, pick aB∈D so that B=SaB ∩ , and put
B˜={b∈B : aB≺ b}. Now set Q(D)={B˜ :B∈R} and for B∈R, (H(D))(B˜)=aB and
(K(D))(B˜)=aB ∩ .
Baumgartner, Taylor and Wagon [4] proved that K+ → (K+; ! + 1)2 holds for every
normal ideal K on kappa. The following is a two-cardinal version of their result.
Proposition 2.6. If J is -normal, then J+ → (J+; !+ 1)2.
Proof. Assume J is -normal, and 1x A∈J+ and F : ×P()→ 2. If (A; F) is
0-good, then by Lemma 2.4, F takes the constant value 0 on {(a∩ ; b) : (a; b)∈[C]2¡}
for some C∈J+ ∩P(A).
Now suppose (A; F) is not 0-good. Let Q, H and K be as in the statement
of Lemma 2.5. De1ne Qn∈MdJ;A∩E;  and hn :Qn→A for n∈! by Q0=Q(A∩E;),
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h0=H(A∩E;), Qn+1=
⋃
D∈Qn Q(D) and hn+1=
⋃
D∈Qn H(D). Since (A∩E;) −
(
⋃
Qn)∈J for every n∈!, we can 1nd d∈A∩E; and x∈
∏
n∈! Qn with the property
that d∈ ⋂n∈! x(n). Now set H={hn(x(n)) : n∈!}∪ {d}. Then (H;≺) has order type
!+ 1. Moreover, F is identically 1 on {(a∩ ; b) : (a; b)∈[H ]2≺}.
3. ¡-Normal ideals
Throughout this section  will denote a ;xed in;nite cardinal ¡.
We will discuss the property of []¡-normality which can be de1ned in terms of
regressive functions as follows.
Let # be an ordinal such that 6#6. Then J is [#]¡-normal if given A∈J+ and
f :A→P(#) with the property that f(a)∈P(a) for all a∈A, there is C∈J+ ∩P(A)
such that f is constant on C.
[#]¡-normality is a strengthening of #-normality.
Proposition 3.1 (Matet et al. [15]). Given # with 6#6, J is [#]¡!-normal if and
only if it is #-normal.
[#]¡-normal ideals need not exist in case ¿!.
Proposition 3.2 (Matet et al. [15]). Given # with 6#6, the following are equiva-
lent:
(i) There exists a [#]¡-normal ideal on P().
(ii) ¡¡ for every cardinal  with 6¡.
Corollary 3.3. Assume there exists a [#]¡-normal ideal on P(), where 6#6.
Then ¡=.
Proof. Let / be a cardinal with 0¡/¡. Then by Proposition 3.2, /¡ for every
cardinal  with 6¡. Hence
/ =  ·
( ⋃
6¡
/
)
= :
Let 6#6. We de1ne NS [#]
¡
;  by: NS
[#]¡
;  =the smallest [#]
¡-normal ideal on
P() if there exists a [#]¡-normal ideal on P(), and NS
[#]¡
;  =P((P()) otherwise.
Lemma 3.4 (Matet et al. [15]). Assume there exists a []¡-normal ideal on P().
Then {a∈E; : cf (a∩ )¿}∈(NS []
¡
;  )
∗.
Proposition 3.5. Assuming the existence of a []¡-normal ideal on P(), the fol-
lowing are equivalent:
(i) J is []¡-normal.
(ii) J is -normal and {a∈E; : cf (a∩ )¿}∈J ∗.
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Proof. (i)→ (ii): By Lemma 3.4.
(ii)→ (i): Assume (ii), and 1x A∈J+ and f :A→P() with the property that
f(a)∈P(a) for all a∈A. Put B=A∩{a∈E; : cf (a∩ )¿}. By -normality of
J , there are C∈J+ ∩P(B) and ¡ such that (⋃f(a)) + 1= for all a∈C. Now
|P()|¡ by Proposition 3.2 and so by -completeness of J , there is D∈J+ ∩P(C)
such that f is constant on D.
Propositions 3.2 and 3.5 provide a decomposition of []¡-normality in three parts:
one cardinality assumption and two simpler-looking ideal properties.
The following is immediate from Proposition 3.5.
Corollary 3.6. Assume there exists a []¡-normal ideal on P(). Then NS
[]¡
;  =
NS;  | {a∈E; : cf (a∩ )¿}.
As we now show, []¡-normality can also be characterized as the combination of
-normality with a distributivity property.
Let / be a cardinal ¿0. Then J is disjointly (/; )-distributive if given A∈J+ and
Q∈MdJ;A for ¡/ with |Q|6, there are D∈J+ ∩P(A) and h∈
∏
¡/ Q such that
D − h()∈J for all ¡/.
Proposition 3.7. The following are equivalent:
(i) J is []¡-normal.
(ii) J is -normal and disjointly (/; )-distributive for every cardinal / with 0¡/¡.
Proof. (i)→ (ii): Assume J is []¡-normal, and let Q∈MdJ;A for ¡/ with |Q|6,
where / is a cardinal ¿0 and ¡. Pick a one-to-one j : /× →  and, for each ¡/,
a one-to-one g :Q→ j[{} × ]. Then
{{b ∈ B : g(B) ∈ b} : B ∈ Q} ∈ MdJ;A
and therefore A− (⋃B∈Q {b∈B : g(B)∈b})∈J . Hence setting
C =
⋂
¡/
( ⋃
B∈Q
{b ∈ B : g(B) ∈ b}
)
;
we have C∈J+ by -completeness of J .
Given ¡/, de1ne k :C→Q so that a∈k(a) for every a∈C. Now de1ne f :
C→P() by f(a)={g(k(a)) : ¡/}. Since J is []¡-normal, there is D∈J+ ∩
P(C) such that f is constant on D. Then for each ¡/, g ◦ k is constant on D and
so there is B∈Q such that k(a)=B for all a∈D. Clearly, D⊆
⋂
¡/ B.
(ii)→ (i): Assume (ii) holds, and 1x A∈J+ and f :A→P() with the property that
f(a)∈P(a) for all a∈A. By -completeness of J , there are /¡ and C∈J+ ∩P(A)
such that |f(a)|=/ for all a∈C. If /=0, then clearly f is constant on C.
Now suppose /¿0. Select a bijection ja : /→f(a) for each a∈C. Given ¡/, set
Q=J+ ∩{X  : ¡}, where X  ={a∈C ∩ /ˆ : ja()=}. Then Q∈MdJ;C∩/ˆ by
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-normality of J . Since J is -complete and disjointly (/; )-distributive, there is
h∈/ such that ⋂¡/ X h()∈J+. Clearly, f(a)=ran(h) for all a∈ ⋂¡/ X h().
It was shown in [15] that []¡-normality implies []¡
+
-normality in case  is
singular. We conclude the section by supplying an alternative proof of this result. We
will use the following easy fact.
Lemma 3.8. Assume J is -complete and disjointly (/; )-distributive, where / is a
cardinal ¿0 and ¡, and let A∈J+ and Q∈MdJ;A for ¡/ with |Q|6. Then
J+ ∩
{ ⋂
¡/
h() : h ∈
∏
¡/
Q
}
∈ MdJ;A:
Proof. Given C∈J+ ∩P(A), put R=J+ ∩{B∩C :B∈Q} for ¡/. Then R∈MdJ;C
for all , and therefore there are D∈J+ ∩P(C) and h∈∏¡/ Q such that {D −
(h()∩C) : ¡/}⊆ J . As ⋃¡/ D − (h()∩C))∈J , we have C ∩ (⋂¡/ h())∈J+.
Proposition 3.9. Assume  is singular. Then every []¡-normal ideal on P() is
[]¡
+
-normal.
Proof. Assume J is []¡-normal, and let A∈J+ and Q∈MdJ;A for ¡ with |Q|6.
Select in1nite cardinals /!¡ for !¡cf () so that =
⋃
!¡cf () /!. Given !¡cof (),
set
R! = J+ ∩
{ ⋂
¡/!
h() : h ∈
∏
¡/!
Q
}
:
Then R!∈MdJ;A by Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 3.8. Moreover, |R!|6 by Corollary 3.3.
Now set
S = J+ ∩
{ ⋂
!¡cf ()
k(!) : k ∈
∏
!¡cf ()
R!
}
:
Using again Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 3.8, we have S∈MdJ;A. It is clear that
S ⊆ ⋂¡ (⋃B∈Q P(B)). Thus J is disjointly (; )-distributive and therefore, by
Proposition 3.7, []¡
+
-normal.
4. J+ → (J+;  + 1)2
We are going to prove a generalization of Proposition 2.6. The original argument is
stretched by using distributivity to handle limits.
Lemma 4.1. Assume J is -normal and disjointly (/; )-distributive for every car-
dinal / with 0¡/¡, where  is an uncountable cardinal such that ¡=, and
let A∈J+ and F : ×P()→ 2 be such that (A; F) is not 0-good. Then there are
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Q∈MdJ;A∩E;  ; h :Q→A∩E; and k :Q→  for ¡ such that (i) |Q|6, (ii)
k(B)=h(B)∩  for all B∈Q, (iii) h(B)≺ b and F(k(B); b)=1 whenever b∈B∈
Q, and (iv) if B∈Q and ¿0, then B∪{h(B)}⊆
⋂
¡ z() for some z∈
∏
¡ Q.
Proof. Let Q, H and K be as in the statement of Lemma 2.5. Then use Lemma 3.8
to de1ne R; Q∈MdJ;A∩E;  , h :Q→A∩E; and k :Q→  for ¡ so that
(0) R0={A∩E;};
(1) R+1=Q;
(2) R=J+ ∩{
⋂
¡ h() : h∈
∏
¡ Q} if  is a limit ordinal ¿0;
(3) Q=
⋃
D∈R Q(D);
(4) h=
⋃
D∈R H(D);
(5) k=
⋃
D∈R K(D).
Lemma 4.2. Let  be an in;nite cardinal ¡ such that J is []¡-normal. Then
J+ → (J+; + 1)2.
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 2.6 in case =!. Now assume ¿! and
1x A∈J+ and F : ×P()→ 2. We use Lemma 2.4 in case (A; F) is 0-good. Other-
wise, by Proposition 3.7 and Corollary 3.3, we can 1nd Q∈MdJ;A∩E;  ,
h :Q→A∩E; and k :Q→  for ¡ which satisfy conditions (i)–(iv) in the
statement of Lemma 4.1. Since J is -complete and (A∩E;) − (
⋃
Q)∈J for ev-
ery ¡, there are d∈A∩E; and x∈
∏
¡ Q such that d∈
⋂
¡ x(). Put H=
{h(x()) : ¡}∪ {d}. Then (H;≺) has order type  + 1. Furthermore, F takes the
constant value 1 on {(a∩ ; b) : (a; b)∈[H ]2≺}.
Assuming J is -normal, the converse to Lemma 4.2 holds. To show this, we need
a few lemmas.
Lemma 4.3. Let  be an uncountable cardinal 6, and let A; B⊆P() be such that
{A} →≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2 and {B} 9≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2. Then {A− B} →≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2.
Proof. Let F : ×P()→ 2 witness the fact that {B} 9≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2. Given G : ×
P()→ 2, de1ne H : ×P()→ 2 by H (; b)=F(; b) if b∈B, and H (; b)=G(; b)
otherwise. First suppose that there is C∈(NS; )+ ∩P(A) such that H is identically
0 on {(⋃ (a∩ ); b) : (a; b)∈[C]2≺}. Then clearly B∩C∈NS;  and G takes the con-
stant value 0 on {(⋃ (a∩ ); b) : (a; b)∈[C − B]2≺}. Next suppose that there are a∈A
for ¡ such that
⋃
(a! ∩ )¡
⋃
(a ∩ ) for all !¡, and H is constantly 1 on
{(⋃ (a! ∩ ); a) : !¡¡}. Then |{¡ : a ∈ B}|¡ and G is identically 1 on
{(⋃
(a ∩ ); b
)
: (a; b) ∈ [{a :  ¡ } − B]2≺
}
:
We de1ne 4 :P(P())→P() by 4(A)={
⋃
(a∩ ) : a∈A}.
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The key lemma reads as follows.
Lemma 4.4. Let A⊆P() be such that {A} →≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2, where  is a regular
uncountable cardinal 6, and h5 : 5∩ → 5 for 5∈4(A). Then there are u : →  and
g : →A∩E; such that (i) g()∈ ˆ, (ii) hg()  =u  , and (iii) g()∩ ¡g()∩ 
for all ¡.
Proof. Clearly, A∈(NS; )+. Given ¡, set Q=(NS; )+ ∩{A : ∈}, where
A = {a ∈ A ∩ E; ∩ {̂} : ha∩() = }:
Notice that Q∈MdNS; ; A∩E;  by -normality of NS

; . Now let B be the set of all
a∈A∩E; such that a∈∪Q for every ∈a∩ . Then A − B∈NS;  by -normality
of NS; , and therefore {B}
→≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2 by Lemma 4.3.
Set
Y = {(5; b) ∈ 4(A)× (A ∩ E;) : 5 ¡ b ∩ }
and for (5; b)∈Y ,
e5;b = { ∈ 5 ∩ b ∩  : h5() 
= hb∩()}:
We de1ne F :Y → 2 by: F(5; b)=1 just in case e5; b 
= and h5(
⋂
e5; b)¿hb∩ (
⋂
e5; b).
First suppose there is C∈(NS; )+ ∩P(B) such that F is identically 0 on {(a∩ ; b) :
(a; b)∈[C]2≺}. Let w be the set of all ¡ such that |{S∈Q :C ∩ S∈(NS; )+}|¿2.
We claim that w=. Suppose otherwise, and set 7=
⋂
w. De1ne D⊆C as follows. Put
D= if 7=0. Otherwise let t∈∏¡7 Q be such that C − t()∈NS;  for all ¡7,
and set D=
⋃
¡7(C− t()). Notice that D∈NS;  by -completeness. There are 90; 91
such that 90¡91¡ and {C ∩A790 ; C ∩A791}⊆ (NS; )+. Select (c; d)∈[C−D]2≺ so that
c∈A791 and d∈A790 . Then F(c∩ ; d)=1, which brings the desired contradiction. Thus
there is u∈  such that C−Au()∈NS;  for all ¡. Then ha∩  (+1)=u  (+1)
whenever ¡ and a∈C ∩ (⋂6 Au()).
Finally, suppose there exists f : →B such that f(!)∩ ¡f(#)∩  whenever !¡#
¡, and F is identically 1 on {(f(!)∩ ; f(#)) : !¡#¡}. De1ne x :B∩ {̂}→  for
¡ by x(a)=ha∩(). We will construct ;∈ − ( + 1) for ¡ so that ;¿;
for all ¡, and x is constant on f[− ;]. Suppose ; has already been de1ned for
every ¡. We put !=(
⋃
¡ ;)∪ (+ 1) and
Z = {# ∈ − ! : x is constant on f[− #]}:
We claim that Z 
=. Suppose otherwise. Let #n for n∈! be de1ned by #0=! and
#n+1 =
⋂
{< ∈ − #n : x(f(<)) 
= x(f(#n))}:
Then hf(#0)∩ ()¿hf(#1)∩ ()¿hf(#2)∩ ()¿: : : ; which yields the expected contra-
diction. We set ;=
⋂
Z . Now de1ne u∈  by: u()=the constant value taken by x
on f[− ;]. Then hf(;)∩   (+ 1)=u  (+ 1) for every ¡.
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Lemma 4.5. If  is an uncountable cardinal 6, then {=} 9≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2, where
=={a∈E; : cf (a∩ )¡a∩ }.
Proof. We prove the assertion by induction. Thus suppose that  is an uncountable
cardinal 6 and we have already shown that {=} 9≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2 for every uncount-
able cardinal ¡. Assume to the contrary that {=} 9≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2. Let us 1rst deal
with the case when  is regular. We set A== if =, and A== ∩ ˆ otherwise.
Then {A} →≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2 by Lemma 4.3. Given 5∈4(A), pick ;!∈5 for !¡cf (5) so
that 5=
⋃
!¡cf (5) ;!. Then de1ne h5∈55 so that h5(0)=cf (5) and h5(1 + !)=;! for
!¡cof (5). Given u∈ , set =1 if u(0)=0 or u(0)¿, and =u(0) otherwise. Then
it is impossible to 1nd a0; a1∈A∩ ˆ so that a0 ∩ ¡a1 ∩  and ha0 ∩   =ha1 ∩   =
u  , which contradicts Lemma 4.4.
Now suppose that  is singular. Pick regular uncountable cardinals #¡ for #¡cf ()
so that <¡# for all <¡#, and =
⋃
#¡cf () #. For each #¡cf (), let F# : ×P()→
2 witness the fact that {=#}
9≺ ((NS

; )
+; #)2. Put A== ∩ ˆ. Then {A} →≺ ((NS

; )
+;
)2 by Lemma 4.3. De1ne g : → cf () by: g()=the least #¡cf () such that ¡#.
Then de1ne G : 4(A)×A→ 2 by: G(; b)=Fg(cf ())(; b) if g(cf ())=g(cf (b∩ )), and
G(; b)=0 otherwise. Given C∈(NS; )+ ∩P(A), there are by -completeness of NS; 
D∈(NS; )+ ∩P(C) and <¡cf () such that g(cf (d∩ ))=< for all d∈D. Pick a; b∈D
so that F<(a∩ ; b)=1. Then clearly, G(a∩ ; b)=1. So there are a!∈A for !¡ such
that a; ∩ ¡a! ∩  for all ;¡, and G is identically 1 on {(a; ∩ ; a!) : ;¡!¡}. Then
|{! ¡  : g(cf (a! ∩ )) = g(cf (a0 ∩ ))}| ¡ g(cf (a0∩)) ¡ 
and therefore we can 1nd !¡ with the property that G(a0 ∩ ; a!)=0, which gives
the desired contradiction.
We need two more lemmas. The 1rst one is easy:
Lemma 4.6. Let  be an in;nite ordinal such that {P()} →≺ (I
+
; ; )
2. Then →
(; )2.
Proof. Given f : []2→ 2, de1ne F : ×P()→ 2 so that F(; b)=f(;
⋃
(b∩ )) in
case ¡
⋃
(b∩ ). First assume that F is identically 0 on {(⋃ (a∩ ); b) : (a; b)∈[A]2≺}
for some A∈I+; . Select B⊆A so that (B;≺) has order type . Then |4(B)|= and f
takes the constant value 0 on [4(B)]2.
Next assume that there are a∈P() for ¡ such that
⋃
(a! ∩ )¡
⋃
(a ∩ ) for
all !¡, and F is identically 1 on {(⋃ (a! ∩ ); a) : !¡¡}. Then 4({a : ¡})
has order type  and f is constantly 1 on [4({a : ¡})]2.
Lemma 4.7. Let  be an uncountable cardinal ¡ such that → (; )2. Then there
exists a []¡-normal ideal on P().
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Proof. Let  be a cardinal with 6¡. For each in1nite cardinal 9¡, we have
9¡ since 9 9 (+; 9+)2 by Corollary 19.7 in [8]. Thus ¡¡, and so the result
follows from Proposition 3.2.
We are done with the preparatory work and ready to state our results. We start with
a compact description of the least []¡-normal ideal for ¡.
Proposition 4.8. Let  be an in;nite cardinal ¡. Then
NS []
¡
; =
{
B ⊆ P() : {B} 9≺ ((NS

;)
+; )2
}
:
Proof. ⊇: By Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 3.6.
⊆: If =!, then the result is immediate from Proposition 3.1. Now suppose ¿!,
and let A⊆P() be such that {A} →≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2. Then there exists a []¡-normal
ideal on P() by Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7. We have {C} →≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2 by Lemma 4.3,
where C=A∩ ˆ∩E;. Set D={a∈C : cf (a∩ )¿}. Then {D} →≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2 by
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5, and therefore D∈(NS; )+. Hence A∈(NS []
¡
;  )
+ by Corollary
3.6.
[]¡-normality for ¡ can now be characterized as follows.
Proposition 4.9. Given an in;nite cardinal ¡, the following are equivalent:
(i) J is -normal and J+ → (J+; + 1)2.
(ii) J is -normal and J+ →≺ (J
+; )2.
(iii) J is []¡-normal.
Proof. (i)→ (ii): Trivial. (ii)→ (iii): Use Propositions 4.8 and 3.5 and Lemma 4.5 if
¿!, and Proposition 3.1 otherwise. (iii)→ (i): By Lemma 4.2.
If we remove any explicit mention of -normal ideals, we are left with the
following.
Proposition 4.10. Let  be an in;nite cardinal ¡. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) → (; + 1)2.
(ii) → (; )2.
(iii) {P()} →≺ (I
+
; ; )
2.
(iv) {P()} →(I+; ; + 1)2.
Proof. (i)→ (ii) and (iv)→ (iii) are trivial.
(iii)→ (ii) and (iv)→ (i): By Lemma 4.6.
(ii)→ (iv): By Lemmas 4.7 and 4.2.
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We will see in Section 7 that → (; )2 iH {P()} →≺ (I
+
; ; )
2 iH {P()} →
(I+; ; )
2.
5. []¡-Normality
In this brief section we use results of Sections 3 and 4 to derive analogous results
concerning []¡-normality.
Given an ordinal # with 6#6, J is [#]¡-normal if given A∈ J+ and f :
A→P(#) with the property that f(a)∈P|a∩ |(a) for all a∈A, there is C ∈ J+ ∩P(A)
such that f is constant on C.
Let us 1rst recall the conditions to be satis1ed for the existence of [#]¡-normal
ideals on P().
Proposition 5.1 (Matet et al. [15]). Assuming 6#6, the following are equivalent:
(i) J is [#]¡-normal.
(ii) J is [#]¡-normal for every in;nite cardinal ¡.
Proposition 5.2 (Matet et al. [15]). Assume  is a limit cardinal and 6#6. Then
there exists a [#]¡-normal ideal on P() if and only if  is Mahlo.
Let 6#6. If there exists a [#]¡-normal ideal on P(), we let NS
[#]¡
;  denote
the smallest such ideal. Otherwise we set NS [#]
¡
;  =P(P()):
[]¡-normality can be characterized as follows.
Proposition 5.3. (0) Assuming = +, J is []¡-normal if and only if ¡ = , J
is -normal and {a∈E; : cf (a∩ )= }∈ J ∗.
(1) Assuming  is a limit cardinal, J is []¡-normal if and only if  is inaccessible,
J is -normal and {a∈E; : a∩  is a regular cardinal}∈ J ∗.
Proof. By Propositions 5.1, 3.2 and 3.5.
The following is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.3.
Corollary 5.4. If  is Mahlo, then
NS []
¡
; = NS

; | {a ∈ E; : a ∩  is a regular cardinal}:
Let us 1nally investigate the connection with partition properties.
Proposition 5.5. The following are equivalent:
(i) J is -normal and J+ →(J+; + 1)2 for every in;nite cardinal ¡.
(ii) J is -normal and J+ →≺ (J
+; )2 for every in;nite cardinal ¡.
(iii) J is []¡-normal.
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Proof. By Propositions 5.1 and 4.9.
However, the analogue of Proposition 4.8 fails in case  is inaccessible.
Proposition 5.6. The following are equivalent:
(i)  is not inaccessible.
(ii) NS []
¡
;  is the set of all B⊆P() such that {B}
9≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2 for some in;nite
cardinal ¡.
Proof. (i)→ (ii): Use Propositions 5.1 and 4.8 if  is a successor cardinal, and Propo-
sitions 5.2, 3.2 and 4.8 otherwise.
(ii)→ (i): First assume that  is inaccessible but not Mahlo. Then P()∈NS []
¡
; 
by Proposition 5.2. Moreover, by Propositions 3.2 and 4.8, {P()} →≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2
for every in1nite cardinal ¡.
Now assume  is Mahlo, and let C be the set of all a∈E; such that a∩  is
a singular cardinal. Then C ∈NS []¡;  by Corollary 5.4. Now 1x an in1nite cardinal
¡. Given g : →P(), de1ne a ∈P() and ; ∈  for ¡ by:
(0) a0 = {0};
(1) a =
⋃
¡ a if  is a limit ordinal ¿0;
(2) ; =
⋃
(a ∩ );
(3) a+1 = a ∪ (; + 2)∪ (
⋃
g[;]).
Set X = {¡ : ; = }. Then X is a closed unbounded subset of . So we can 1nd a
cardinal ∈X such that ¿+ and cf ()= +. Then clearly a ∈C ∩ {̂0}, cf (a ∩ )¿
and g(!)⊆ a for each !∈ a ∩ . Hence C ∈ (NS []
¡
;  )
+ by Corollary 3.6 and Proposi-
tion 2.2, and therefore {C} →((NS; )+; )2 by Proposition 4.9.
6. NSh;; 	
Let NSh denote the set of all B⊆  such that there are k5 ∈ 55 for 5∈B with the
following property: For every t ∈ , there is ¡ such that k5   
= t   for all 5∈B
with 5¿.
Shelah proved the following.
Proposition 6.1 (Shelah [22]). The following are equivalent:
(i)  =∈NSh.
(ii) NSh is a normal ideal on .
(iii)  is weakly compact.
The main result of this section is a P() version of Proposition 6.1. The following
two-cardinal object will substitute for NSh:
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NSh;;  denotes the set of all B⊆P() such that there are hb : b∩ → b∩  for b∈B
with the following property: For every u∈ , there is a∈P() such that hb  (a∩ ) 
=
u  (a∩ ) for all b∈B∩ aˆ.
The proof rests on several lemmas. Let us start with the following one which is
readily checked.
Lemma 6.2. {c∈E; : c∩ ∈B}∈NSh;;  for every B∈NSh.
We will also need this:
Lemma 6.3 (Shelah [22]). {5¡ : 5 is not a regular in;nite cardinal }∈NSh.
The following lemma is crucial.
Lemma 6.4. Assume J is []¡-normal and 4(A) =∈NSh for every A∈ J ∗. Then J ∗ ∩
NSh;;  =. In fact, given A∈ J ∗ and ha : a∩ → a∩  for a∈A, there is u : → 
such that {a∈A∩ ˆ : ha  = u  }∈ J+ for every ¡.
Proof. Notice that  is inaccessible by Proposition 6.1. Now 1x A∈ J ∗ and ha : a∩ →
a∩  for a∈A. Select a bijection j : × →  and, for each ¡, a one-to-one
i : → j[{}× ]. Let B be the set of all a∈A∩E; such that i(ha  )∈ a for
every ∈ a∩ .
We claim that B∈ J ∗. Suppose otherwise, and let C be the set of all a∈ (A∩E;)−B
such that a∩  is a regular cardinal. Then C ∈ J+ by Proposition 5.3. Since J is
-normal, there are <∈  and C′ ∈ J+ ∩P(C ∩ {̂<}) such that i<(ha  <) =∈ a for all
a∈C′. Using again the -normality of J , we 1nd ;∈  and C′′ ∈ J+ ∩P(C′ ∩ {̂;})
so that ran(ha  <)⊆ ; for all a∈C′′. Since J is -complete, there are z ∈ <; and
C′′′ ∈ J+ ∩P(C′′) such that ha  <= z for every a∈C′′′. Then C′′′ ∩ [{i<(z)}=, which
brings the desired contradiction.
Given ¡, set X  = {a∈B∩ {̂} : i(ha  )= } for ¡, and Q = J+ ∩{X  :
¡}. Then Q ∈MdJ;B by -normality of J . Let D be the set of all a∈B such that
a∈ ⋃Q for every ∈ a∩ . We have D∈ J ∗ by -normality of J . Select  : 4(D)→D
so that  (5)∩ = 5 for all 5∈ 4(D). Then for 5∈ 4(D), de1ne k5 ∈ 55 by k5()= i
(h (5)  ). Since 4(D) =∈NSh, we can 1nd t ∈  and f : → 4(D) so that f()¿
and kf()  ( + 1)= t  ( + 1) for every ¡. Put u = h (f())   for ¡. Notice
that if ¡#¡, then u#  = u, as
i(u#  ) = i(h (f(#))  ) = kf(#)() = t() = kf()() = i(u):
We set u=
⋃
¡ u.
Finally 1x ¡. As  (f())∈X t() and  (f())∈
⋃
Q, we have X t() ∈ J+. It
follows that {a∈A∩ ˆ : ha  = u  }∈ J+, since X t()⊆{a∈A∩ ˆ : ha  = u} and
u = u  .
It remains to show that Lemma 6.4 is no empty shell.
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Lemma 6.5. Assume  is weakly compact. Then 4(A)∈NSh∗ for every A∈ (NS []
¡
;  )
∗.
Proof. Let A∈ (NS []¡;  )∗. Then by a result of [11], there is f :P()→P() such
that Cf ⊆A, where Cf consists of all a∈P() such that a∩  
= and f(e)⊆ a for
every e∈P|a∩ |(a). De1ne a ∈P() and ; ∈  for ¡ by:
(0) a0 = {0};
(1) ; =
⋃
(a ∩ );
(2) a =
⋃
¡ a if  is a limit ordinal ¿0;
(3) a+1 = a ∪ (; + 2)∪ |a|+ ∪ (
⋃
f[P|a ∩ |(a)]):
Set X = {¡ : ; = } and Y = {¡ :  is a regular in1nite cardinal}. Then
X is a closed unbounded subset of , and so X ∩Y ∈NSh∗ by Proposition 6.1 and
Lemma 6.3. Moreover, a ∩ =
⋃
(a ∩ )=  and a ∈Cf for every ∈X ∩Y , and
therefore X ∩Y ⊆ 4(Cf)⊆ 4(A).
Proposition 6.6. If  is weakly compact, then (NS []
¡
;  )
∗ ∩NSh;;  =:
Proof. By Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5.
We can now state our generalization of Proposition 6.1.
Proposition 6.7. The following are equivalent:
(i) P() =∈NSh;;  :
(ii) NSh;;  is a []
¡-normal ideal on P().
(iii)  is weakly compact.
Proof. (i)→ (ii): Assume P() =∈NSh;;  . It is immediate from the de1nition of NSh;; 
that I; ⊆NSh;;  and P(B)⊆NSh;;  for all B∈NSh;;  .
We claim that given B! ∈NSh;;  for !¡, we have C ∈NSh;;  , where C = !ˆ∩
⋃
!¡
(B! ∩ {̂!}). Suppose toward a contradiction that C =∈NSh;;  .
Pick f∈ C with the property that b∈Bf(b) ∩ [{f(b)} for all b∈C. For each !¡,
select h!b : b∩ → b∩  for b∈B! so that for every u∈ , there exists a∈P()
with the property that h!b  (a∩ ) 
= u  (a∩ ) for all b∈B! ∩ aˆ. For b∈C, de1ne
kb : b∩ → b∩  by kb(0)=f(b) and kb(1+#)= hf(b)b (#). Then there is t ∈  with the
property that for every a∈P(), we can 1nd b∈C ∩ aˆ with kb  (a∩ )= t  (a∩ ).
De1ne u∈  by u(#)= t(1+#). Now given a∈P(), put d= a∪! and pick b∈C ∩ dˆ
so that kb  (d∩ )= t  (d∩ ). Then b∈Bt(0) ∩ aˆ and ht(0)b  (a∩ )= u  (a∩ ). This
is a contradiction, and so the proof of the claim is complete.
Notice that it is clear from the de1nition of NSh;;  that S ∪T ∈NSh;;  whenever
S ∈ I;  and T ∈NSh;;  . Now let B; B′ ∈NSh;;  . Put D=(B∩ {̂0})∪ (B′ ∩ {̂1}). Then
!ˆ∩D∈NSh;;  by the claim. It follows that B∪B′ ∈NSh;;  , since B∪B′⊆ (P() −
!ˆ)∪ (!ˆ∩D). This completes the proof of the fact that NSh;;  is an ideal on
P().
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Next let us show that NSh;;  is -normal. Thus let A∈ (NSh;; )+ and g∈ A be such
that g−1({!})⊆ {̂!} for every !¡. Then !ˆ∩ ⋃!¡ g−1({!})∈ (NSh;; )+ and so by
the claim g−1({!}) =∈NSh;;  for some !¡.
Finally,
{c ∈ E; : c ∩  is a regular cardinal} ∈ (NSh;;)∗
by Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3, and so NSh;;  is []
¡-normal by Propositions 5.3 and 6.1
and Lemma 6.2.
(ii)→ (iii): By Lemma 6.2 and Propositions 6.1 and 5.3.
(iii)→ (i): By Proposition 6.6.
The fact that the weak compactness of  implies that P() =∈NSh;;  is reminiscent
of the result of Menas [18] that if  is subtle, then  is -subtle.
We conclude the section by giving a simpler-looking description of NSh;;  which
was inspired by Todorcevic’s characterization of weak compactness (see Theorem 4.1
in [5]).
For A⊆P(), let QA be the set of all a∈A such that
⋃
(a∩ ) is a limit ¿0.
Proposition 6.8. Assume  is inaccessible. Then for A⊆P(), the following are equiv-
alent:
(i) A =∈NSh;;  .
(ii) Let Ca be a closed unbounded subset of
⋃
(a∩ ) for every a∈ QA. Then there is
an unbounded subset C of  such that{
a ∈ QA ∩ dˆ : C ∩
(⋃
(d ∩ )
)
= Ca ∩
(⋃
(d ∩ )
)}

= 
for every d∈P().
Proof. (i)→ (ii): Assume A =∈NSh;;  , and let Ca be a closed unbounded subset of⋃
(a∩ ) for every a∈ QA. Let B be the set of all a∈A∩E; such that a∩  is
a regular cardinal. Then B∈ (NSh;; )+ by Propositions 6.7 and 5.3. For a∈B, let
ha : a∩ → a∩  enumerate the elements of Ca in increasing order. Pick u∈  so that
{a ∈ B ∩ bˆ : ha  (b ∩ ) = u  (b ∩ )} 
= 
for all b∈P(). Notice that u is strictly increasing, as {a∈B∩ ˆ : ha  = u  } 
=
for every ¡. Hence ran(u) is an unbounded subset of . Now given d∈P(), set
b=d∪ (⋃(d∩ )) and pick a∈B∩ bˆ so that ha  (b∩ )= u  (b∩ ). Then a∈ QA∩ dˆ.
Moreover, Ca ∩ (
⋃
(d∩ ))= (ran(u))∩ (⋃(d∩ )) since (ran(u)) ∩ (⋃(d∩ ))⊆
ran (u  (b∩ )) and Ca ∩ (∪(d∩ ))⊆ ran(ha  (b∩ )).
(ii)→ (i): Assume (ii). Then  is weakly compact by Theorem 4.1 of [5]. Let
ha : a∩ → a∩  for a∈A. Set
A0 =
{
a ∈ QA :
⋃
(a ∩ ) is not a cardinal
}
;
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A1 =
{
a ∈ QA :
⋃
(a ∩ ) = !
}
;
A2 =
{
a ∈ QA :
⋃
(a ∩ ) is a singular cardinal
}
;
A3 = QA− (A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2):
For a∈ QA, we de1ne a closed unbounded subset Ca of
⋃
(a∩ ) as follows. We
put Ca = { : |
⋃
(a∩ )|6¡⋃ (a∩ )} if a∈A0; Ca =! if a∈A1 and Ca = {¡⋃
(a∩ ) : ran(ha  )⊆ } if a∈A3. Finally for a∈A2, let Ca be a closed unbounded
subset of
⋃
(a∩ ) such that o.t. (Ca)= cf (
⋃
(a∩ ))= min(Ca). Now let C be as
in the statement of (ii). Let c! for !¡ be the increasing enumeration of C. Set
;= max(!+ 1; |c0|+); <= c; and D= {d∈P() :
⋃
(d∩ )¿<}. Given d∈D, put
Xd =
{
a ∈ QA ∩ dˆ : C ∩
(⋃
(d ∩ )
)
= Ca ∩
(⋃
(d ∩ )
)}
:
Notice that Xd⊆A3, as
o:t: (Ca)¿ o:t:
(
Ca ∩
(⋃
(d∩ )
))
¿ max(!+ 1; |min(Ca)|+)
for all a∈Xd.
Set T = {b∈E; : b∩ ∈C − <}. Then T ∈ (NS; )∗ by Proposition 2.3, and there-
fore T ∈ (NSh;; )∗ by Proposition 6.7. Given b∈T , put db = b∪{(b∩ ) + 1}, select
ab ∈Xdb and set kb = hab  (b∩ ). Notice that ran(kb)⊆ b∩  since b∩ ∈Cab . Now
let u∈  be such that
{b ∈ T ∩ eˆ : kb  (e ∩ ) = u  (e ∩ )} 
= 
for every e∈P(). Given e∈P(), pick b∈T ∩ eˆ so that kb  (e∩ )= u  (e∩ ).
Then clearly, ab ∈A∩ eˆ and hab  (e∩ )= u  (e∩ ). Thus A =∈NSh;;  .
7. J+ →(J+; )2
In this section we continue our study of NSh;;  . Let us 1rst show that if there exists
a -normal ideal K on P() such that K+
→(K+; )2, then NSh;;  is the least such
ideal.
Proposition 7.1. Assuming J is -normal, the following are equivalent:
(i) J+ →≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2:
(ii) 4(A) =∈NSh for every A∈ J+.
(iii) NSh;;  ⊆ J .
(iv) J+ →(J+; )2.
Proof. (i)→ (ii): By Lemma 4.4.
(ii)→ (iii): Assume (ii). Then  is inaccessible by Proposition 6.1. Furthermore,
{a∈E; : a∩  is a regular cardinal }∈ J ∗ by Lemma 6.3. Hence J is []¡-normal
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by Proposition 5.3. Now let A∈ J+. Then J |A is a []¡-normal ideal on P(). More-
over, we have 4(C) =∈NSh for each C ∈ (J |A)∗, since C ∩A∈ J+ and 4(C ∩A)⊆ 4(C).
Hence (J |A)∗ ∩NSh;;  = by Lemma 6.4, and therefore A =∈NSh;;  .
(iii)→ (iv): Assume NSh;;  ⊆ J . Then by Propositions 6.6 and 5.3,  is weakly
compact and J is []¡-normal. Fix A∈ J+ and F : ×P()→ 2. If (A; F) is 0-good,
then by Lemma 2.4 there is C ∈ J+ ∩P(A) such that F is constantly 0 on {(a∩ ; b) :
(a; b)∈ [C]2¡}. Now suppose (A; F) is not 0-good. Let Q, H and K be as in the
statement of Lemma 2.5. By Propositions 5.1 and 3.7, there are R; Q ∈MdJ;A∩E;  , h :
Q→A∩E; and k :Q→  for ¡ such that conditions (0)–(5) in the proof
of Lemma 4.1 are satis1ed. By -normality of J , we have D∈ J+, where D is the
set of all a∈A∩E; such that a∈
⋃
Q for every ∈ a∩ . For each a∈D, de1ne
ta : a∩ → a∩  by ta()= k(B), where B is the unique member of Q such that a∈B.
Select u∈  and v∈ D so that v()∈ ˆ and tv()  = u   for every ¡. For  with
0¡¡, let f be the unique member of
∏
¡ Q such that v()∈
⋂
¡ f().
Let us show that f! =f#  ! whenever 0¡!¡#. First, f!(0)=f#(0), since k0(f!(0))
= u(0)= k0(f#(0)) and k0 is one-to-one. Next suppose ; is such that 0¡;¡! and
f!  ;=f#  ;. Then setting B=
⋂
¡; f!(), we have B∈R; and
(K(B))(f!(;)) = k;(f!(;)) = u(;) = k;(f#(;)) = (K(B))(f#(;))
and therefore f!(;)=f#(;) since K(B) is one-to-one.
Finally set f=
⋃
¡ f and P= {h(f()) : ¡}. Then (P;≺) has order type .
Moreover, F takes the constant value 1 on {(a∩ ; b) : (a; b)∈ [P]2≺}.
(iv)→ (i): Trivial.
The following is worth noting.
Corollary 7.2. Assume J is -normal and NSh;;  ⊆ J , and let A∈ J+ and ha : a∩ →
a∩  for a∈A. Then there is u : →  such that {a∈A∩ ˆ : ha  = u  }∈ J+ for
every ¡.
Proof. Clearly J |A is -normal and NSh;;  ⊆ J |A, and therefore J |A is []¡-normal
by Propositions 6.7 and 5.3. Moreover 4(B) =∈NSh for all B∈ (J |A)∗ by Proposi-
tion 7.1(iii) → (ii). Hence by Lemma 6.4, there is u : →  such that {a∈A∩ ˆ :
ha  = u  }∈ (J |A)+ for every ¡.
NSh;;  can be compactly described as follows.
Proposition 7.3. NSh;;  = {B⊆P() : {B}
9≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2}.
Proof. ⊇: By Propositions 7.1 and 6.7.
⊆: Let A⊆P() be such that {A} →≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2. Then  is weakly compact by
Lemma 4.6, and so there is a []¡-normal ideal on P() by Proposition 5.2. Let
C be the set of all a∈A∩E; such that a∩  is a regular cardinal. Then {C} →≺
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((NS; )
+; )2 by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5, and consequently C ∈ (NS; )+. Hence A∈
(NS []
¡
;  )
+ by Corollary 5.4. Set J =NS []
¡
;  |A. Then J is []¡-normal. Moreover,
J =NS;  |C by Corollary 5.4.
Now let D∈ J ∗. Then C − D∈NS; , and therefore {C ∩D}
→≺ ((NS

; )
+; )2 by
Lemma 4.3. Hence 4(C ∩D)∈NSh+ by Lemma 4.4, and consequently 4(D)∈NSh+ .
It now follows from Lemma 6.4 that J ∗ ∩NSh;;  =. In particular, we have A =∈
NSh;;  .
Assume  is weakly compact and ¿. Then NSh;;  and NS
[]¡
;  cohere by Propo-
sition 6.6. Nevertheless we do not know whether NSh;;  is subnormal (i.e. is included
in a normal ideal on P()). NSh
;
;  itself is not normal, as is shown by the following:
Proposition 7.4. Assume  is weakly compact and ¿. Then NSh;;  is not (+)-
normal.
Proof. It is shown in [13] that there exists a -normal ideal K on P() such that
K+ →(K+; )2 and {a∈P() :
⋃
(a∩ ( + ))∈ a}∈K∗. Hence by Proposition 7.1,{
a ∈ P() :
⋃
(a ∩ ( + )) ∈ a
}
∈ (NSh;;)+:
Let us also observe the following.
Proposition 7.5. Assume  is weakly compact and ¿. Then the following hold:
(i) {a∈P() : |a|= |a∩ |} ∈ (NSh;; )+.
(ii) {a∈P() : |a|¿f(
⋃
(a∩ ))}∈ (NSh;; )+ for every f∈ .
Proof. (i): The proof of Lemma 6.5 actually shows that 4(A)∈NSh∗ for every A∈
(NS []
¡
;  | {a : |a|= |a∩ |})∗. Hence by Lemma 6.4, {a∈P() : |a|= |a∩ |} =∈NSh;;  .
(ii): It is shown in [13] that there is a -normal ideal K on P() such that K+
→
(K+; )2 and {a∈P() : |a|6f(
⋃
(a∩ ))}∈K for every f∈ . Hence by Proposi-
tion 7.1,{
a ∈ P() : |a| ¿ f
(⋃
(a ∩ )
)}
=∈ NSh;;
for all f∈ :
Proposition 7.5(i) can be combined with a result of [13] to show that if V =L; ¿
and  is weakly compact but not completely ineHable, then (NSh;; )
+ 9 ((NSh;; )+;
I+; )
2.
Let us conclude the section with an open problem. Does P(A)∩ (NS; )+ ∩NSh;; 

= for every A∈ (NSh;; )+?
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8. I; 	
In this 1nal section we give applications of our results to the ideal I; .
Proposition 8.1. Assume there exists C ∈NS∗;  such that NS;  |C = I;  |C. Then the
following hold:
(i) I+; 
9≺ (I
+
; ; !1)
2:
(ii) If  is an in;nite cardinal ¡ such that → (; )2, then (I; |D)+ →(I+; ; +1)2
for some D∈NS+; .
(iii) If  is Mahlo, then there is D∈NS+;  such that (I; |D)+
→(I+; ; )2 for every
in;nite cardinal ¡.
Proof. Set T = {a∈E; : cf (a∩ )=!}. Then T ∈NS+;  and NS; |(C ∩T )=
I; | (C ∩T ). We have (I; |(C ∩T ))+ →(I+; ; !+ 1)2 by Proposition 2.6.
To see that I+; 
9≺ (I
+
; ; !1)
2, observe that {P()} 9≺ (I
+
; ; !1)
2 by Lemma 4.6 if
=!1, and (I; |(C ∩T ))+ 9≺ (I
+
; ; !1)
2 by Propositions 4.9 and 3.5 otherwise.
Now suppose  is an uncountable cardinal ¡ such that → (; )2. Then there
exists a []¡-normal ideal on P() by Lemma 4.7. Set S = {a∈E; : cf (a∩ )¿}.
Then S ∈NS+; . Moreover, (I; |(C ∩ S))+
→(I+; ; + 1)2 by Propositions 4.9 and 3.5.
Finally, assume  is Mahlo. Then R∈NS+; , where
R = {a ∈ E; : a ∩  is a regular cardinal}:
Furthermore by Propositions 5.5 and 5.3, (I;  | (C ∩R))+ →(I+; ; )2 for every in1nite
cardinal ¡.
We do not know whether the assumption of Proposition 8.1 implies that (I;  |D)+ →
(I+; ; )
2 for some D∈NS+;  if  is weakly compact.
This assumption can be reformulated as follows.
Proposition 8.2. The following are equivalent:
(i) There exists C ∈NS∗;  such that NS;  |C = I; |C.
(ii) There exists A∈NS∗;  such that cof (NS;  |A)= .
Proof. (i)→ (ii) is immediate from the result of [16] that cof (I; |C)=  for every
C ∈NS∗; .
(ii)→ (i): Let A∈NS∗;  be such that cof (NS; |A)= . Since NS; ⊆NS; [15] A∈
(NS; )
+ and NS;  |A⊆NS;. Hence by a result of [15],
∇[]¡2 (NS; |A) ⊆ ∇[]
¡2
NS; = NS;;
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and consequently P() =∈∇[]¡2 (NS;  |A): So by a result of [16], there is B∈ (∇[]
¡2
(NS;  |A))∗ such that (NS;  |A) |B= I;  |B. Now set C =A∩B. Then C ∈NS∗; .
Moreover, NS;  |C = I;  |C.
So if cf ()= , Proposition 8.1 does not apply because of the following.
Proposition 8.3 (Matet et al. [16]). If cf ()= , then cof(NS; |A)¿ for every A∈
NS∗; .
Let C denote the class of all cardinals /¿ such that cof (NS;7)6/ for every
cardinal 7 with 67¡/.
Proposition 8.4. Assume cf () 
=  and ∈C. Then cof (NS;  |A)=  for some A∈
NS∗; .
Proof. The result follows from the following results of [16]: (a) cof (NS;  |A)¿
for all A∈NS∗; . (b) If ¿+, then cof (NS;  |A)6 ·
( ⋃
¡7¡
cof (NS;7)
)
for every
A∈ (NS; )+. (c) If = +, then there exists A∈NS∗;  such that cof (NS;  |A)6 ·
cof (NS;).
Concerning the extent of C, we have the following:
Proposition 8.5.
(0) For every regular in;nite cardinal 9, C contains arbitrarily large cardinals of
co;nality 9.
(1) C contains all cardinals / such that d6/6+!.
(2) If the GCH holds, then C contains all cardinals ¿.
(3) If the covering lemma holds with respect to an inner model for GCH, then C
contains all cardinals ¿d.
Proof. Use the result of [15] that for each cardinal 7¿, cof (NS;7) equals d · 7 if
7¡+!, and d · u(+; 7) otherwise.
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